
 

 

I am a volunteer with the CFA and NSW RFS. 

  

While this inquiry is focussing on the Victorian side of the fire, I feel it necessary to include 

some of the events leading up to the fire crossing the border into Victoria. 

 

In the lead up to the December 29th Green Valley Fire, I had many shifts in the NSW RFS 

SBT Fire Com as a Comms operator on multiple fires. On the 29th December 2019, I was 

asked to be available for a shift in the NSW Fire Com for the next day. Due to the weather 

conditions forecast I declined and chose to prepare my property and be available for call out 

with my local brigade in Bethanga if needed. 

 

Later in the afternoon, I listened to the initial responses to the Green Valley Fire by the NSW 

RFS via their PMR. 

 

On 30 December 2019, I woke early, mainly due to receiving pager messages from NSW via 

my mobile, and heard some exchanges via the NSW PMR regarding the predicted weather 

and fire behaviour. 

 

One of these exchanges mentioned that the Green Valley Fire, if not contained, had the 

possibility to spot onto River Road by 1500 and cross into Victoria by 1600. 

 

Later that morning, I attended the Bethanga station to assist the preparation of trucks if they 

were needed for the day. I also listened into the Tallangatta Group Radio Conversation. 

 

One item that surprised me was that the Group did not know about the Green Valley Fire 

until it was mentioned by the Granya Captain. There did not seem to be very much concern 

by the Group regarding this fire. 

 

I’m not sure if the projected fire path that I heard mentioned by NSW had been forwarded 

onto the CFA and/or if this had been forwarded onto the groups closer to the fire (eg: 

Tallangatta and Corryong). 

 

Later in the day, it was becoming apparent that the Green Valley Fire wasn’t going to be 

contained before the predicted deterioration of the weather and yet it seems that there wasn’t 

any pre-deployment of assets to the area in preparation of the fire crossing the border. 

 

Pagers were activated for strike teams around 1530 which then meant that assets in the 

Wodonga area would’ve taken 1.5 hours, at least, to arrive at the point of the fire. Whether 

pre-deployment to the Burrowye, Mt Alfred and Walwa areas would’ve made a difference to 

the initial response, I believe it should’ve been considered. 

 

Apart from these observations on the day, I also spent three shifts in the Walwa area as a 

Crew Leader on the Bethanga Tanker. I believe that two strike teams and their efforts were 

wasted by deploying to Walwa as in those three shifts, we emptied two tanks of water (on the 



last shift) and spent the majority of the time sitting in the Walwa Bush nursing hospital 

waiting for something to happen. 

 

Being a member of both services either side of the border, I believe that I’m in a good 

position to comment on the communication issues between the two agencies. 

 

It has been mentioned to me, and in news reports, that there is no way for the Brigades on 

either side of the border to communicate, except through UHF CB radios. 

 

Some RFS vehicles have a Vicfire portable but not all while none of the CFA vehicles I have 

seen have access to RFS fireground or PMR. I believe this should be looked into. 

 

Also training between the two agencies at Brigade and Group level should be encouraged and 

pre-incident planning, including Comms Plans be set up. This is especially true for those 

Brigades that sit on the Border. 

 

Being prepared is better than acting on the run. 

 

Thank you for taking the time in considering this submission and feel free to co tact me if you 

require any further information. 

 

 
  
 


